To determine whether sRNAs mapping to each EVE possessed a significant ping-pong 1 6 2 signature we first used custom python scripts to calculate whether 24-32 nt sRNAs mapping to 1 6 3 each EVE possessed a significant 1U bias as described above. If a 1U bias was observed for 1 6 4 sRNAs mapping to one strand, we determined whether 24-32 nt sRNAs mapping to the opposite 1 6 5 strand possessed a significant 10A bias (p < .001, cumulative binomial distribution). We then 1 6 6 used signature.py to calculate a ping-pong Z-score for 24-32 nt sRNAs mapping to each EVE 1 6 7
[25]. sRNAs mapping to each EVE were classified as possessing a significant ping-pong 1 6 8 signature if we observed significant 1U and 10A biases for 24-32 nt sRNAs mapping to opposing 1 6 9 strands and if the ping-pong Z-score was two-tailed hypothesis). BLASTx, we retrieved the nucleotide sequence of the EVE using the genomic coordinates. Each identified by BLASTn were not always the same sequences initially identified by BLASTx (ex. BLASTn identified a strain represented in the non-redundant nucleotide collection, but not
represented in the non-redundant protein database). Thus, for calculation of deduced amino acid We began by identifying all arthropod species for which there are both publically we found at least one EVE in each arthropod genome. The 48 arthropod genomes analyzed here contained a median of 1.28 EVEs/10 7 bp. calculate the nucleotide identities between these EVEs and corresponding viruses. We found nt region of perfect identity (Table 2 ). These results indicate that, with the exception of a small 2 6 7 number of EVE-virus pairs, nucleotide identity between EVEs and known viruses is likely too 2 6 8 low to permit targeting of known viruses by EVE-derived piRNAs in the species analyzed here. While we found that nucleotide identity between EVEs and known viruses is generally
low, which likely precludes induction of the ping-pong cycle by EVE-derived piRNAs upon
infection with known viruses, currently described virus species are thought to represent only a small fraction of total viral diversity, particularly for arthropod-infecting viruses [29] . Thus,
there is a possibility that EVE-derived piRNAs could target undescribed viruses and the presence propose that one explanation for the observed ping-pong signatures could be infection with
undescribed viruses corresponding to primary piRNA-producing EVEs. Mounting evidence points towards a role for EVEs in antiviral responses against functionality of EVE-encoded proteins has been shown in the thirteen-lined ground squirrel, the
genome of which possess an EVE-encoded protein that inhibits replication of the corresponding include the production of primary piRNAs from EVE-derived transcripts as well as the formation of dsRNA due to bi-directional transcription of EVEs and/or extensive secondary that EVEs corresponding to negative sense ssRNA viruses comprised a plurality of the EVEs 
